running into each other: run! run! run! a festival and a collaboration

abstract
artists and geographers frequently work together. the following essay explores one such on-going collaboration. centering on a festival organized by an artist and a geographer, it explores the productive antagonisms that working through and along disciplinary borders produces.
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I

this is a story about an artist. and a geographer. the artist made films, installations, performances. her work was shown around the world. japan. australia. germany. finland. america. russia. england. critics praised her for her "sardonic humour", her "sharp intelligence."[1] she'd been named one of singapore's most exciting young artists. "a media artist to look out for."[2] but for all that success. all that attention. she was kind of tired of the world of art. its seriousness. its self-importance. its pretension. its pomposity. that it couldn't take a joke. or that it could only take a joke if it was a serious joke. a weighty nudge nudge wink wink super clever self-referential you probably don't get this kind of joke. the geographer didn't want to be an artist. and really he wasn't all that interested in art. he was happy enough being what he was: a geographer. sure when he'd been younger he'd tried other things. he briefly called himself an urbanist, flirted with sociology, worried that perhaps the world needed more art. that was a long time ago. now he owned a collection of jumpers.[3] sometimes wore merrell's. was thinking about a beard. and now and again produced a more or less readable research paper. of course no-one read them. but that wasn't the point. the point was to keep the head of department happy. to keep the dean happy. to keep the provost happy. to keep getting paid. to keep him and the family comfortably in jumpers.

both the artist and the geographer, however, were a little obsessed by running. jogging. sprinting. running up hills and mountains. through cities. in gyms. to catch buses. old people running. children running. running through imaginary places. all kinds of running. And that was the one thing they had in
common.[4] that is why the artist got talking to the geographer. that is why the geographer listened to the artist. was enthused by the artist.[5] and that is how they came to put on a festival together. a festival of art and research on running. so this is a story about an artist and a geographer. but it's also a story about a festival. a story about working together. and a story about exploring an obsession.[6]

II

okay. that's not quite right. it wasn't that they were only obsessed with running. and it wasn't that they were just sick of or disinterested in art. or not quite. the festival was part of an intuition that thinking with, working with, experimenting with running, could take both the artist and the geographer interesting places. and this was also an intuition about art and an intuition about geography. that running took art somewhere challenging.[7] that thinking about and working with running took geography somewhere worth travelling.[8] more than that. working together the artist and geographer could some how - they didn't quite know exactly in what way - animate, energize, provoke, spark their own work. and this working together might convince more people, artists, geographers, social scientists that, yeah, actually running was something worth thinking about, worth working with.

to think intuitively is, of course, to risk making a fool of oneself. and if foolish-ness is not something social scientists often embrace, foolish though they often are, playing the fool is something that other traditions of thinking know to value. daoism for example. daoist thought works through drawing out correlations, associations. it skips between analogies, plays with words, explores resonances. it is a way of thinking that is pungent. poetic. inventive. willfully childish. open. foolish even, when it needs to be.[9] this was a way of working that the artist had explored in her art. it is a way of thinking that has all sorts of resonances with other perhaps more well known modes of
thinking from the worlds of both the arts and the social sciences. think of the surrealists. the situationists at their more playful. certain strands of post-structuralist thinking and speculative philosophy. the bastard traditions of conceptual art. running with this way of thinking, the artist and the geographer wondered, why not think of running as itself a kind of running together? after all isn't one meaning of run 'to unite' or to 'combine'? and the phrase 'run into' which means both to 'coalesce with' as well as 'to dash into or collide with, especially by accident' was suggestive of the kind of rigorous serendipity they were after. like the running ambassadors in 14th century europe, who carried messages from town to town couldn't they act as messengers across the many different fields and disciplines working with running?

III

so run! run! run! an international festival of running 1.0 was a collision of different ways of working with running. there were plenty of artists. after all one thing the artist wanted to do through the festival was to try and animate running as a form of artistic practice. to show the ways running could be mobilized as a site and object for art. but there were also anthropologists, biologists, geographers, film makers, philosophers, historians, medical doctors, activists, social entrepreneurs and people who simply ran. and the artists worked across a range of disciplinary forms. dance. performance. photography. painting. it was a piling up of all sorts of different things running might be. a performance. an immersion. a scarring. a coming together. a presencing. an instrument. an experiment. a meditation. an evolutionary journey. a witnessing. a moment in a landscape. a history. a trace on a map. a movement to exhaustion.

[ADD FIGURE ONE ABOUT HERE]
this piling up was not meant to produce some kind of synthesis. a unified transdisciplinary field of running research and practice.[16] in curating the spaces of run! run! run! - both the three exhibition spaces with the slade research centre in central london where the festival was held, and the website which collected together the contributions to the festival - the artist and geographer tried to engineer something more modest. they hoped to create a field of productive antagonisms.[17]

the festival was imagined as a series of meetings where things might end up running off together. but equally well might highlight deep fissures of difference. senses of strangeness and incommensurability. while a social scientist spoke of the web of practices that draw some people into running indoors on treadmills, a performance artist made a gym treadmill the centre piece for a performance exploring the physicality of running as escape. another artist worked the rhythms of a treadmill runner's heart beat into a kinetic sound sculpture. as biologists spoke of the evolutionary distinctiveness of the human capacity to run efficiently for long distances, a cultural geographer told of his running body's sensuous engagement with the landscapes he traversed along with the tracks and scars this had left on his body; together sketching deeply layered topographies of bone, ligament, muscle, skin and experience. at the same time a performance artist spoke of the power of mass running events to draw people together in moments of collective effort, collective endurance, the short documentary film the runners spoke to the often rich inner-life bound up with running. jeremy bentham's early nineteenth century utilitarian daily "pre-prandial circumgyrations" in london's st james park, described by a historian, resonated with the inventive playfulness of good gym where runners combine exercise with helpful community activities - being 'coached' by a lonely elderly neighborhood, carrying out chores in community gardens and public parks, as part of their weekly workouts.[18]
IV

if the artist and geographer had to theorize what they were trying to do within run! run! run! an international festival of running 1.0 it was to provide a kind of "potential space." a "between space."[19] a place where the usual norms of disciplinary practice were temporarily suspended. for this mixing to work required a certain amount of artistry. it had to be pieced together. assembled. curated. and it also rested on a very basic sense of trust. a sense that even if there wasn't anything obviously in common with the different ways participants approached running that there was the potentiality that suggestive similarities and points of connection might become evident. creativity requires a certain playful suspension of critical disbelief. a willingness to explore, experiment, mess around with unexpected and indeed unlikely lines of connection and influence. this is something artists are very skilled at. making good art involves a willingness to practice a bit of ill-discipline. a willingness to run across the boundaries that separate disciplines. to see what happens these boundaries are over run, out run, re-routed. and artists certainly have more license to play the fool than do social scientists. but an openness to unlikely connections, a willingness to be a little foolish, to run down unlikely paths is something social scientists, human geographers among them, could do well to learn to cultivate. it is often where antagonistic disciplinary knowledges rub up against each other where the most fertile paths are to be found.

V

at the end of run! run! run! an international festival of running 1.0 there was no grand synthesis, no denouement. instead the artist and the geographer found themselves thinking about running itself as a kind of critical tool. developing the ethos of the festival and led by the artist they founded run! run! run! international body of research. r3
international body of research investigates and promotes the ways running can be activated as a creative app enabling ways to re-imagine how we engage with the world. situated within and beyond the artistic and academic worlds, we organize all kinds of exercises and interventions that are public- and world-facing, serious, rigorous and disruptive – as they are light-footed, light-hearted, useless and plain bonkers. come run with us.[20]

Figures
Figure 1: live fest, talk fest, touch fest, pop up museum, film fest, art fest, poster fest
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Notes
[1] The quote is from the Singaporean theatre director Keng Sen Ong. See kaisyngtan.com/portfolio/life-on-the-run/
[2] The quote is from the Dutch curator Johan Pijnappel.
[3] If you don’t believe us, have a look at the following: www.youtube.com/watch?v=cM1yMtiSDdd124
[4] The artist had been exploring running and other forms of physicality in her art works for more than a decade. A portfolio of her work can be found at kaisyngtan.com. The geographer has, amongst other things, been working on a history of aerobic fitness told through focusing on the practice of running, A. Latham, ‘The history of a habit: jogging as a palliative to sedentariness in 1960s America’, Cultural Geographies, 22(1), 2015, pp. 103-26.


G. Durozoi, History of the Surrealist Movement (Chicago: Chicago University, 2002).


[17] Barry et al., 'Logics of interdisciplinarity', p. 29.

[18] Good Gym is a social enterprise founded by Ivo Gormley. The basic idea is that exercising in gyms is a tremendous waste of energy to little social purpose. Good Gym harnesses the physical effort of those wanting to exercise for wider social goals. Members combine runs with social visits to their 'coach' - a socially isolated elderly person. They also undertake group runs that include a community project such as helping at a community garden or allotment.


[20] Information on the kinds of things RUN! RUN! RUN! International Body of Research gets up to can be found at: http://kaisyngtan.com/portfolio/manifesto/. The initial RUN! RUN! RUN! International Festival of Running 1.0 was held in June 2014 in the Slade Art School Research Centre, London, United Kingdom. A overview of the events at the festival can be found at kaisyngtan.com/portfolio/festival/.